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Hundreds of mushroom species occur in the ski trail woods, many appearing 
with the autumn rains of September and on till winter freeze-up. They grow 
on trees, stumps, deadwood, and on the soil. Only those growing on the 
ground are featured in this presentation, emerging from bare soils, decaying 
ground wood, grassy areas, and leafy or mossy forest floors. Just a few of the 
more common and easily recognizable species will be included in this brief 
overview. They are grouped under the following eight headings: Gilled 
Mushrooms, Pored Mushrooms (Boletes), Toothed Mushrooms, Coral and 
Club Mushrooms, Puffballs, Bird’s Nest Fungi, Cup Fungi, and Jelly-like Sac 
Fungi. Even a beginner can usually determine to which of these groups an 
examined species belongs. 
Some mushrooms are edible, most are not, and some are definitely toxic.
This presentation does not recommend eating any of the featured species, 
even those that are normally considered edible. No mushrooms should be 
eaten until an individual is absolutely certain that they have correctly 
identified the species. There are many look-alikes in nature, some easily 
misidentified. 

Thanks to Dr. Andrus Voitk for much valued information and advice.



Mushroom Names
They used to call me virosa, then 
bisporigera, and now those academic DNA 
crunchers aren’t sure what to call me! I 
wish they would make up their minds! So 
in the meantime you can just call me the 
Destroying Angel!

As new information becomes 
available, the scientific names of 
mushrooms are sometimes 
changed. This is becoming more 
common as DNA analysis studies 
are increasing. The names used 
in this presentation more or less 
follow those used in the 
following two guides:

Baron, George. 1999. Mushrooms of Ontario 
and Eastern Canada. Lone Pine Publishing.

Voitk, Andrus. 2007. A Little Illustrated Book 
of Common Mushrooms of Newfoundland 
and Labrador. Gros Morne Co-operating 
Association.



Foray Newfoundland and Labrador (FNL)

The provincial mushroom organization known as “Foray Newfoundland and 
Labrador” hosts yearly field trips, maintains a mushroom collection, keeps 
records of all known provincial species and produces a newsletter 
(Omphalina) featuring articles about provincial mushrooms for the novice as 
well as the more advanced mushroomer. Details of this group can be 
obtained from their website <www.nlmushrooms.ca/>. Species lists and all 
back issues of the newsletter Omphalina are freely accessible to all on the 
website. Anyone interested in mushrooms, especially Newfoundland 
mushrooms, will find this an invaluable resource.

This is an Omphalina species 
growing on the grassy 
arena/stadium area in front of the 
ski chalet in fall. The genus name of 
this mushroom group is also the FNL 
newsletter name.



Gilled Mushrooms
Most of our ground mushrooms have thin plates (gills) radiating outward from the 
stem on the underside of the cap.  These produce the spores for mushroom  
reproduction and dispersal. There are subtle differences in the shape and 
arrangement of these gills as well as spore colour, that when learned, can help in 
identification. 



One of our most common fall gilled mushrooms is the Banded Cort (Cortinarius
armillatus) distinguished by the reddish band on the stem. 

The Corts have a fine webby structure (cortina) easily seen as the young caps open up



Pale Purple (violet) Corts are very common in our woods. This is 
Cortinarius traganus which has brown gills even when young. Note the 
webby cortina in the young specimen. A very similar species 
C. camphoratus has purple gills when young and a distinct odour when
cut. Both have brown gills when very old. 



A third Pale Purple Cort is C. alboviolaceus, somewhat paler violet than the other two, has 
purple gills, except brown when very old, and does not have a distinct odour when cut.

Photo by Andrus Voitk



The Red-Gilled Cort (Cortinarius semisanguineus) is readily recognized by the 
deep red gills.



Another common gilled group are the Amanitas. This is the Fly Agaric (Amanita
muscaria) which can range in colour from reddish to pale yellow. The warty cap 
is distinctive. Many Amanitas are highly poisonous.



This pure white Amanita is the highly toxic Destroying Angel (Amanita bisporigera). 
Amanitas have a ring around the stem and a buried expanded bulb at the base of 
the stalk. Other Amanita species can vary in colour from yellowish to reddish and 
brownish.



The Milk Mushrooms (Lactarius spp.) exude white milky sap when their gills 
are damaged, especially in young and lush specimens. Several species occur in 
the PSNP woods.

In a few species the sap may be clear or other colours.



This common Milk Mushroom (Lactarius deliciosus) produces an orange 
sap from damaged gills.



The Lobster Mushroom is a gilled Milk Mushroom that has been parasitized by 
another fungus (Hypomyces lactifluorum), orange-red in colour,  which grows 
over it and causes the misshapen mass. The name refers to colour and odor of 
a lobster. Despite the gross appearance, it is a choice edible for some 
individuals.

Vestiges of the cap and 
gills can often still be 
seen on the parasitized 
mushroom mass



Mushrooms with red caps and white gills in our woods are Russulas (Russula spp.). 
They are somewhat brittle and readily snap when bent. Russulas are closely related to 
the Milk Mushrooms, but do not ooze sap.  Cap colours other than red also occur.



Some other Russula cap colours seen along the trails.  All have white gills and 
often white stems that snap rather than bend. A would-be myco-humourist once 
was heard to comment, “Russulas are a snap to identify!” Well, perhaps to genus, 
but after that …………..!! 
Specimens are often quite slug chewed.



“The Cat” (Catathelasma ventricosa) is a large husky white mushroom 
with a grayish cap surface.  Readily recognized by the tapering pointed 
stem tip when pulled from ground. It tends to appear in coniferous 
woods after the rains of September.



Yellow Legs or Winter Chanterelles (Craterellus tubaeformis) are small chanterelles 
with caps only 1 to 5 cm across, with yellow stems and grayish gills. They grow in mossy 
woods in autumn. Note a tiny other mushroom also in the photo.



The Shaggy Mane (Coprinus comatus) is a common fall mushroom easily 
recognizable by its elongate conical shaggy cap and white gills when young. As 
the mushroom matures it turns into a black inky mass. It tends to grow in grassy 
and disturbed habitats such as lawns, roadsides and trails.



Tippler’s Bane (Coprinus atramentarius)  is related 
to the Shaggy Mane. It has a smooth slightly ridged 
gray conical cap and white gills and also dissolves 
into a black inky mass as it matures. Grows in grassy 
and disturbed areas and on buried wood.

Although reported edible, 
it will cause a severe 
reaction if consumed with 
alcohol, hence the 
common name “Tippler’s 
Bane”.



The Fir Needle Marasmiellus (Marasmiellus filopes) is a common 
miniature autumn mushroom growing in clusters under Balsam Fir trees. 
Note the fallen fir needles and compare to the size of the mushrooms. 
See next slide for details.



The Fir Needle Marasmiellus grows in and on dead 
fallen Balsam Fir needles, hence the reason it is found 
in large clusters under fir trees. The tiny cap is only 1 – 2 
mm across atop a slender thread-like stalk. Below are a 
few mushrooms growing on fir needles and lying on a 
Crackerberry leaf.



Pored Mushrooms (Boletes)
The Bolete group of mushrooms has pores on the underside of the cap 
instead of gills. Several species occur in the woods along the trails.



The Yellow Leccinum (Leccinum subglabripes =Boletus 
subglabripes) has a yellow pore surface, and a close look 
with a hand lens will reveal tiny yellow granules/tufts 
(scabers) on the stem. It grows under and around birch 
trees.



The Yellowfoot Bolete (Tylopilus
chromapes) has a pinkish to tan 
cap, stems with reddish raised 
dots (scabers), and a bright 
yellow stem base. The pore 
surface is white or pinkish and 
pores are tiny.



The Birch Bolete (Leccinum scabrum) is another pored
birch assocate. Caps are tan to grayish-brown. The pore 

surface is pale whitish or grayish with tiny pores. Stems 
have characteristic raised blackish dots (scabers) which 
sometimes are very prominent and other times less so.



The Tamarack Jack (Suillus clintonianus) (above) and the Slippery Jack (Suillus luteus) 
(below) have a slippery slimy brown cap when wet. The tiny yellow angular pores 
are best seen with a hand lens. The Tamarack Jack associates with Larch /Tamarack 

trees, whereas the Slippery Jack 
associates with two-needle Pines 
(e.g. Scotch Pine) 



King Bolete (Boletus edulis) is the famed edible which goes by many common names 
including “Porcini”, “Cepe” and “Steinpiltz”. The pore surface is white or yellow (but 
not pink like the similar Bitter Bolete, Tylopilus felleus, which is not edible).



The Hollow-stemmed 
Bolete (Suillus cavipes/ 
ampliporus) grows with 
Larches nearby. The yellow 
pore surface has large 
elongated angular pores 2 
to 10 mm long

The mushroom 
caps can be quite 
large, up to 18 cm 
or more across. 
Caps can vary in 
colour from dark 
brown to almost 
yellow.



The Peppery Bolete (Chalciporus
piperatus) is a medium sized bolete with a 
brown cap and a coppery-coloured pore 
surface which readily stains darker brown 
when touched. The stalk interior is yellow 
and there is a hint of pink-purple between 
the pore layer and the cap flesh. The 
mushroom has a peppery taste, hence the 
common name.



The Red-Yellow Cracked Cap (Xerocomellus
intermedius) has reddish caps that develop 
patterned cracks in mature specimens. The pore 
surface is yellow with irregular pores that 
immediately stain blue with damage. This 
colourful mushroom grows in grassy areas. 



Which of the above featured pored mushrooms is this?



Toothed Mushrooms
This group has neither gills nor pores, but spiny projections or teeth on 
the underside of the cap. Some grow on trees, but only a few of those in 
our woods that grow on the ground will be featured here. Because of the 
teeth the group can readily be recognized.



The Hedgehog Mushroom (Hydnum repandum) and very similar related Sweet Tooth 
(Hydnum umbilicatum) are the most eagerly sought toothed mushrooms. Their flesh is 
soft, but, some other toothed species tend to be tough and woody. 

Both species can be 
found by mushroom 
gourmets in our woods in 
September and October.



The Drab Tooth (Bankera fuligineoalba) has a brown stem sharply transitioning 
to the white tooth surface under the cap. The flesh is relatively soft and easily 
breakable. Fairly common along trail sides.



The Zonate Tooth (Hydnellum concrescens) is tough and woody with 
brown teeth.  Other tough woody Hydnellums also occur along trails.



The Black Tooth (Phellodon
niger) is a tough woody 
fungus, often black or 
charcoal and with a pale 
margin, sometimes fading to 
brown. Teeth on the 
underside are dark gray or 
blue-gray. The photo below 
shows the edge of a slice 
through the cap with a side 
view of the teeth.



Coral and Coral Club Mushrooms

These mushrooms grow as branching coral-like masses or upright simple club-like 
stalks. Only a few species in this group have been noted in the woods along the 
trails so far.



This golden coloured coral fungus is one 
of the Ramarias (Ramaria sp.). Much of 
the stem portion is below ground.



Here are several other golden coloured 
coral-like fungi seen in the Newfoundland 
woods. Identification to genus and 
species is best left to specialists because 
it requires microscopic examination and 
experience. They can, however, be readily 
recognized as different members of the 
coral fungi group.



Some of the coralloid fungi are white, pale gray, pale yellow or very pale golden



Sometimes a white coral mushroom may be noted with blackened lower 
parts. This is a parasitic fungus (Helminthosphaeria clavariarum) growing 
on the coral mushroom.



Some members of this group produce upright club-shaped 
bodies that are unbranched. This Club Coral (Clavaria sp.) 
is  about 4 to 5cm tall and not uncommon in our woods.



Purple Club Coral (Alloclavaria purpurea) is a pretty little fungus about 
6 cm tall. It is found in several locations on trail surfaces amongst 
Crackerberry plants.



This club coral enlarges conspicuously towards the tip. It is known as the 
Strap-shaped Club Coral (Clavariadelphus ligula) and is up to 7 cm tall.



Puffballs

Puffballs are approximately spherical to pear-shaped mushrooms with 
a tough outer skin and soft tissue inside which produces the spores. 
When young, the interior is white, darkening with age, and finally 
developing into a mass of fine powdery spores which are released 
when the outer wall breaks open.



Pear-shaped Puffball (Lycoperdon pyriforme) is white to brownish and only up 
to 3 cm across. The white interior turns olive-brown as it matures and then a 
pore opens at the tip to release the 
powdery spores. Grows in masses on 
the soil and rotting wood.



Gem-studded Puffball (Lycoperdon perlatum) grows on the ground or rotting wood. 
Puffballs are up to 5 cm across covered with
cone-shaped spines that fall off in age.



Earthball (Scleroderma citrinum) has a tough brownish wall and produces a 
blackish interior mass. This species is poisonous.



Bird’s Nest Fungi
Bird’s Nest Fungi are related to the puffballs. Small spherical bodies (“eggs”) 
are held within cups (“nests”) which when mature are splashed away by 
raindrops. Spores are produced inside the “eggs”. These fungi grow on rotting 
wood in or on the soil.



White Bird’s Nest (Crucibulum laeve) is the only species located in the PSNP area to 
date. The cups containing the white “eggs” are just 1 cm across. Can you find a slug?



Cup Fungi
Several types of cup or plate shaped fungi occur growing on the ground 
or on decaying wood laying on the ground. They are usually quite small, 
sometimes growing in clusters. Several distinctive ones can easily be 
named, but many are here best just referred to as members of the large 
Peziza group.



The Orange Peel Fungus (Aleuria aurantia) is readily noted growing on 
bare or disturbed soil on the trails surface. Cups may be up to 8 cm 
across, often less. 



Green Elf Cup or Blue-stain Fungus (Chlorociboria aeruginascens) grows in decaying 
wood lying on the ground. The tiny blue-green cups are a centimeter or less across, 
and only produced infrequently; a rare find.

However, even without cups the 
presence of the fungus can be 
noted because it stains the wood 
a distinct blue-green colour.



The Eyelash Cup (Scutellinia scutellata) has a 
flattened cup up to 2 cm across. The colour and 
eyelash-like hairs on the margin provide distinctive 
features.

Eyelash Cup 
grows on 
damp soils and 
decaying 
wood.



The Elf Cup (Tarzetta cupularis) grows on 
bare ground or disturbed soils. It is pale 
yellowish or gray with a ragged/hairy 
cup margin.

Cups are usually less than 3 
cm across.



Small Peziza-like cup clusters on soil of a burn pit.



Clusters of cups each 5 – 6 cm across on bare trail soils. In the Peziza group.



Cups 4 to 6 cm across found 
growing on relatively bare or 
mossy soils on the trails.  
Probably Peziza species.



Agassiz’s Cup (Lachnellula agassizi) is a tiny cup fungus only about 
5 mm across. The inside of the cup is bright yellow or orange and 
hairless while margins and underside of cup are densely white 
hairy. Cups open conspicuously during periods of wet weather on 
rotting fallen conifer woods.  Compare to Lemon Drops, next slide.



Lemon Drops (Bisporella citrina) is a tiny stemmed cup growing on dead fallen 
hardwoods and conifers, usually in dense clusters. The cups are up to 3 or 4 mm 
across, bright lemon yellow, and hairless above and below. Commonly appearing in 
wet spells.



Jelly-like Sac Fungi
Two little mushroom-like fungi are common on wet mossy forest floors 
in autumn. The gelatinous stalks, each with a mushroom-like knob at 
the top, grow in clusters. They have no obvious spore producing 
structures visible with the naked eye.

Common Jelly Baby (Leotia lubrica) Green-capped Jelly Baby (Leotia viscosa)



The Common Cudonia or Redleg Jellybaby (Cudonia circinans) is similar in size 
and appearance to the Common Jelly Baby, but the stem is brownish and the 
flesh is not as jelly-like, but more “mushroomy-like”.



Orange Witch’s Butter or Orange
Jelly (Dacrymyces chrysospermus) 
is a common jelly fungus occurring 
during wet periods. The brightly 
coloured convoluted mass is easy 
to spot.

Orange Witch’s Butter 
grows on dead, decaying, 
often fallen conifer trunks, 
branches and stumps.



Jelly Antler or Yellow Staghorn 
(Calocera sp.) is a small branching 
jelly fungus growing on dead, 
decaying, often fallen conifer wood.

The specimens in 
these photos were 
only a few 
centimeters tall but 
some may reach to 
10 cm.



Enjoy the Hunt!


